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Introduction
Pearson’s unique selling  proposition (known to marketers as the USP) is that its 

proprietary  intellectual properties,  tests and assessments, can lay  bare the inner  person of 
those being assessed.  In some cases this revelation enables Pearson’s customers to 
efficiently serve their constituents as in the case of “No Child Left Behind” testing. 

Assessments relating to the workforce have their own significance and importance. 
Pearson products can facilitate a  better hire, longer retention and increased productivity.  
Pearson products can be used to take the mystery  out of understanding our  most 
important resource: humans. 

If nothing ever changed, understanding human nature and how humans interact  with 
each other would be easy  to build upon.  We don’t  have that luxury  and in fact there is so 
much change today  in the world’s demography  that Pearson’s products are even more 
essential in their existing markets and equally important in new untapped markets. 

The workforce in the United States is about to be traumatized by  the introduction of 
two significant  changes.  One is very  high double digit unemployment with the attendant 
workplace fear that follows and the other  is the entrance into the entry  level job market by 
a huge, sophisticated, multi-tasking Generation Y, whose leading edge is twenty-four years 
old.  Gen. Y follows the much smaller, advancing Generation X, and will mark the first 
time a  large generation has entered the work force behind a  small generation since the 
early  1970s, when the Baby  Boomer  Generation followed the diminutive Silent Generation 
in  to the work place.   Gen. Y will put enormous upward pressure on the “entitled”  Gen. X 
to perform.  The United States will begin to experience the challenges of a  labor  force with 
three separate, distinct and very different generations.  

With change and challenges come opportunity, and Pearson should be able to find 
plenty  of opportunities to increase sales of its assessments in the rapidly  changing U.S. 
workforce landscape.  If nothing else, the current economic slowdown should give Pearson 
more assessment sales opportunities because an  overwhelming number of applicants are 
vying for limited open positions, necessitating the need for tighter selection criteria during 
the hiring process. 
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Scope and Limitations
This report attempts to delineate to the extent possible the numbers of people in the 

field of human resources management who comprise Pearson’s Talent Assessment 
primary  target  market.  In particular, Age Curve Consulting (ACC) focused on industrial-
organizational (I-O) psychologists and human resources (HR) managers and specialists.  
ACC used government and professional organization sources of data to determine how 
many  U.S.-based I-O psychologists and HR managers and specialists are currently 
working in  their  respective fields, and further subdivided these occupations into 
specialized fields of practice as defined by  the U.S. Bureau of Labor  Statistics (BLS).   To 
the extent allowed by  available sources of data, ACC was able to provide various 
demographic data  about  these occupations, such  as the numbers practicing, growth 
projections of the occupations,  geographic placement of distinct populations, and sector 
and industry placement of specific populations.

ACC also collected information about the people–from  entry-level managers to senior 
level executives–who are generally  being assessed by  the psychologists and HR 
professionals, and about large companies that would be most likely  to have in-house HR 
departments.  Finally, ACC also collected information on the U.S. educational system 
population, as part of an introductory educational market analysis. 

      
The primary  limitations of this report  are numbers and timeliness of the data.   The 

more numbers that need to be counted, the more difficult it is to get  a  truly  accurate count.  
Short of actual,  physical head counts (conducted twice, if not thrice),  big numbers whether 
“official estimates,” “by  census,” “government tabulated,” “survey  driven,” are always 
going to be suspect,  and specific estimations conducted by  different entities will generally 
produce widely  varied counts.  That  being said, there is no other  entity  other than the 
federal government that has the resources to even attempt estimating the number of U.S. 
workers in a given occupation.  

As for  timeliness, the federal government’s primary  researcher  of U.S.  occupations,  the 
BLS, conducts its detailed occupational studies on a  three-year time frame.   Thus, BLS 
data used in this report was collected in 2006 and released by  the Bureau in 2007.  
Detailed occupational data collected in 2009 will not be released until 2010.  

While the BLS did not anticipate the current recession while making its 2006 
projections for future employment numbers for the year 2016, the Bureau  did assume 
overall slower  growth for the 2006-2016 period, which helped temper its projected 
employment numbers.  Of course, the BLS projections also come with a disclaimer noting 
that economic conditions can greatly alter the growth of individual occupations.
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Psychologists: An Overview
The U.S. Bureau of Labor  Statistics (BLS) in its “Occupational Outlook Handbook, 

2008-2009  Edition”  estimates that there were approximately  166,000 psychologists in the 
U.S. labor force as of 2006.  The BLS further  breaks down the occupation into three 
sectors, with their estimated populations, as follows:

Clinical, counseling and school psychologists   152,000
Psychologists, all other       12,000
Industrial-organizational (I-O) psychologists   1,900

The BLS projects that the total number  of psychologists in the U.S. work force will 
increase to 191,000 by  2016, a 15 percent increase.  Clinical, counseling and school 
psychologists will increase by  16 percent to 176,000.  The “all  other” category  of 
psychologists are expected to see an 8 percent increase to 13,000.  The 1,900 I-O 
psychologists will see the biggest increase–21  percent–and are expected to number about 
2,400 by  2016.  However, these projections were made prior  to the onset  of the recent 
recession, and thus, could fall short of estimated totals.

According to the BLS, psychologists study  the human mind and human behavior, and 
apply  their  knowledge to a wide range of endeavors, including  health and human services, 
management, education, law and sports.   Psychologists generally  specialize in  one of a 
wide variety of areas, including:

Clinical psychology–the largest specialization, usually  involves work in  counseling 
centers, independent or  group practices, hospitals and clinics.  Clinical psychology  is 
further  broken down into three sub-specializations: health psychology, neuropsychology 
and geropsychology.  

Counseling psychology–is used to advise people on how to deal with every  day 
problems, and such psychologists usually  work in university  counseling centers, hospitals, 
and individual and group practices.  

School psychology–addresses students’ learning and behavioral problems,  and 
considers improvements to classroom management, parenting techniques, and the 
evaluation and teaching of students with disabilities and those who are overachieving. 

Developmental psychology–examines the physiological, cognitive and social 
development of people’s life stages.

Social psychology–studies people’s interactions with others and social environment 
interplay.  Key areas of study include leadership, group behavior, attitudes and perception.

Experimental (or “research”) psychology–studies the behaviors of human 
beings and animals,  and examines a wide variety  of neurological factors, such as 
motivation, thought processing, attention, learning, memory,  sensory  processing, and the 
effects of substance abuse, among others.

Industrial-Organizational (I-O) psychology–applies psychological principles 
and research methods to the workplace in order to improve company  productivity  and 
improve the working environment.

A doctoral degree is usually  required for  independent practice as a psychologist, and 
most states require practicing psychologists to meet specific certification or  licensing 
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requirements.  However, according to the BLS, Masters degree holders can find work in 
the field, especially  in  the I-O sector  (this assertion is not fully  supported by  the American 
Psychological Association {APA}, which estimates that only  13.5 percent of its I-O 
members hold only  a Masters degree), and people with B.A.  degrees in psychology  do find 
work as psychological assistants.  The BLS notes that competition  for admission to 
graduate psychology  programs is especially  keen, and that job prospects should be best for 
those who have a doctoral degree in an applied specialty. 

I-O Psychologists
Industrial-organizational psychologists apply  psychological principles and research 

methods to the workplace in the interest of improving productivity  and the quality  of 
worklife.  They  are also involved in research on management and marketing problems.  
They  screen, train and counsel applicants for jobs, as well as perform organizational 
development and analysis.  An industrial psychologist might  work with management to 
reorganize the work setting in order to improve productivity  or quality  of life in the 
workplace.  Industrial psychologists frequently  act  as consultants,  brought in by 
management to solve a particular problem.

The Society  for  Industrial and Organizational Psychology  (SIOP)–Division 14 of the 
APA–is a primary  resource and support network for practitioners of the field and a 
wellspring of data relating to all aspects of I-O psychology.  The Society’s mission “is to 
enhance human well-being  and performance in organizational and work settings by 
promoting the science, practice, and teaching of industrial-organizational psychology.”  

The employment outlook for  I-O Psychologist  is considered good by  the BLS as they 
“will be in demand to help boost worker  productivity  and retention rates in  a  wide range of 
businesses.”   I-O psychologists “will help companies deal with  such issues as workplace 
diversity  and anti-discrimination policies,” and “companies also will use [their] expertise 
in  survey  design, analysis and research to develop tools for marketing evaluation and 
statistical analysis.”1  

According to both the BLS and APA, I-O psychologists tend to command much higher 
pay  than their  colleagues in other psychological disciplines.  The BLS in 2006 estimated 
median annual pay  for I-O psychologists at  $86,420, with the lowest 10 percent earning 
less than $48,380, and the top 10 percent earning more than $139,620.  This is 
substantially  higher  than median annual pay  of $59,440 for the 152,000 “clinical, 
counseling and school psychologists,” according to the BLS.  Meanwhile, the APA’s Center 
for Workforce Studies estimated median annual pay  for I-O practitioners at $122,000.  
Estimates for other  disciplines were also much higher, but it should be noted that  these 
estimates were gleaned from  membership surveys that had a relatively  small number of 
respondents (139 for I-O Psychology, for example),  and that only  surveyed psychologists 
with Ph.D.s.

While the BLS estimates the number of I-O psychologists working in the U.S. at about 
1,900, SIOP believes that there about 3,400 practicing I-O psychologists in the U.S.  SIOP 
Communications Specialist Stephany  Schings explains that the reasons for the discrepancy 
is that  the BLS probably  does not count the I-O psychologists working in academia (even 
though they  may  also be consulting for industries and organizations), and is probably 
lumping some I-O psychologists into the human resources field.  “I-O psychology  is 
applicable to so many  fields  [and] I-O psychologists are found in many  places,  whether  or 
not  they  would be considered I-O psychologists by  the BLS,” she said, adding that the 
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discrepancy  is further complicated by  I-O psychologists who take job titles that denote 
their work in the human resources field rather than their work as psychologists. 

I-O Psychologists–Demographics
The BLS provides some demographic data about occupations through its Occupational 

Employment  Statistics Program, a  federal-sate survey  conducted every  three years to 
collect information on about 800 different occupations.  This demographic data includes 
the number of workers by  industry, the number of workers by  state, and the number of 
workers by metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas.

While the data provided on human resources professionals in the most recent  BLS 
survey, “Occupational Employment and Wages,  May  2007,” is quite comprehensive and 
seems to be complete (please see page 18), the demographic data on I-O psychologists is 
limited, to say  the least.  For I-O psychologists, the survey  only  covered about  1,200 
practitioners, and only  included seven states,  five metropolitan areas and a smattering of 
industries.  

BLS Survey information on I-O psychologists is as follows:2           

I-O Psychologists Employment by Industry Sector
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services     780
Manufacturing          110
Educational Services         90
Health Care and Social Assistance       70
Management of Companies and Enterprises      60
Transportation and Warehousing       40
Federal State and Local Government       40

I-O Psychologists by State
New York           190
Virginia            110
Ohio           90
Massachusetts          70
District of Columbia         30

I-O Psychologists by Metropolitan Area
New York-White Plains-Wayne, NY-NJ Metropolitan Division   160
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metro. Div.   140
Columbus, Ohio          50
Boston-Cambridge-Qunicy, MA NECTA Division     50
Los Angeles–Long Beach–Glendale, CA Metropolitan Division   n/a

The APA, through its Center for  Psychology  Workforce Analysis and Research,  also 
provides demographic information about I-O psychologists as the center periodically 
surveys the entire APA membership and its divisions as part  of its effort  to collect, analyze 
and disseminate information relevant to the psychology  work force and education system.  
The APA’s survey  appears to be more comprehensive than the one conducted by  the BLS; 
however, not  all members of the APA, or SIOP, respond to the survey,  and thus the data 
cannot be considered a perfect snapshot of I-O psychologist demographics.  Nevertheless, 
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the data does provide the most  comprehensive demographic profile of I-O psychologists 
available. 

Some of the key  findings of the 2007  survey  of 2,860 members of APA Division 14-
SIOP are as follows:3

About 62 percent are male–36.8 percent female (.6 percent “not specified):
mean age is 52.7 years old;    
74.9 percent white–2.2 percent Hispanic–1.5 percent black (18.3 percent 
“not specified”);
81.4 percent have earned a Ph.D.–13.5 percent list Masters as their highest degree;
66 percent listed “Industrial/Organizational” psychology as being their “major field;”
36.9 percent named “educational facilities” as their primary workplace setting;
17.1 percent named “business and industry” as being their primary workplace setting;
33 percent named “other” as their primary workplace setting;
12.2 percent considered “Management/administration” as their primary work activity,
and 51.5 percent considered themselves “involved” with “Management/administration”
in their work; and, 
Geographically, the “South Atlantic” region held the biggest population (22.9 percent),
followed by the “East North Central” region (15.4 percent).

Consulting Psychologists
While the BLS does not regard consulting  psychologists as a  distinct sector  of the 

occupation, it  does refer to the practice of consultancy.  Of the total number (152,000) of 
psychologists, approximately  34 percent were self-employed in 2006, according to the 
BLS.  “After several years of experience,  some psychologists–usually  those with doctoral 
degrees–enter private practice or set up private research or  consulting firms.”4  Many 
psychologists employed as faculty  by  colleges and universities also have part-time 
consulting practices.  And, I-O psychologists frequently  act as consultants, brought in by 
management to solve a particular problem.

According to the Society  for Consulting Psychology  (SCP), consulting psychologists 
provide a  wide variety  of services, of which the most common are:  individual assessment; 
individual and group process consultation; organizational development; education and 
training; employee selection/appraisal, expert  technical support; research and evaluation 
test construction; executive/manager coaching, and change management.  These services 
are offered to a  wide variety  of organizations, including businesses, industry, hospitals, 
government agencies, public and private schools, colleges and universities, volunteer 
groups, public service workers, religious groups and political parties.

The SCP,  which is Division 13  of the American Psychological Association (APA), has 
about 1,100 members, whose primary  areas of practice are clinical, community, 
counseling, school, educational and I-O.  Recent SCP membership surveys indicate that 55 
percent are engaged in solo practice, 25 percent are associated with consulting firms and 
10 percent  are affiliated with group private practice (the last 10 percent were not 
accounted for).

As there are definitely  more than 1,100 practicing consulting psychologists in  the U.S., 
ACC believes that  many  consulting psychologists may  limit their  APA membership to the 
division most closely  associated with their practice,  whether it be clinical (Division 11),  I-O 
(Division 14), or any  of the other 56 divisions.   ACC also infers from  the available data  that 
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some consulting psychologists are I-O psychologists and vice versa.   This inference is 
supported by  APA membership data from 2007  that shows that more than 25 percent  of 
SCP’s members also belong to SIOP, while about  10 percent of SIOP members also belong 
to SCP.  Only  four of the other  56  APA divisions seem to share such a  close affiliation 
between their members.

Due to the nebulous nature of the “consulting psychologist,” not to mention the 
difficulties encountered by  the broad and varied use of the term  “consulting,”  demographic 
data is limited to that provided by the APA and its division 13, the SCP.

The APA’s Center for Psychology  Workforce Analysis and Research periodically 
conducts surveys of its members.  Some key  findings about the 1,133  “consulting 
psychologists” as identified through a 2007 survey of the SCP membership are as follows:5 

65 percent are male–34.8 percent female (.3 percent “not specified):
mean age is 58 years old;    
80 percent white–13.3 percent “not specified;
80 percent have earned a Ph.D.;
27.8 percent list “Industrial/Organizational” psychology as being their “major field.”
2.7 percent list “Business or Management” as their “major field;”
2.3 percent list “Organizational Behavior” as their “major field;”
14 percent considered “Management/administration” as their primary work activity,
and 46.9 percent considered themselves “involved” with “management/administration
in their work;
Geographically, the “Pacific” region held the biggest population (18.6 percent),
followed by the “South Atlantic” region (17.9 percent);

Gaining Access to I-O and Consulting Psychologists
The best  way  to access what is a dispersed population of I-O and Consulting 

psychologists is through the numerous organizations that support the profession.  These 
organizations offer various opportunities for  outside groups and individuals to interact 
with practitioners of I-O psychology, including:

–Conferences and seminars at which Pearson can network in person with I-O and
Consulting psychologists; exhibit their products; and serve as speakers or presenters in
conference sessions, seminars and roundtable discussions; and,
–Journals, newsletters and magazines, through which Pearson could publish white
papers on assessment topics or purchase advertising space in which to promote
Pearson’s products.

Organizations that support I-O and Consulting  psychologists (please see appendix  I for 
complete contact information on these organizations) include:

Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP)
SIOP, Division 14 of the APA, provides the most comprehensive opportunities for 

getting the attention of the largest number of I-O psychologists.  With more than 6,000 
members,  of whom  at least 3,400 are U.S.-based practicing I-O psychologists, SIOP hosts 
an annual conference that draws more than 4,000 participants,  and a consortium that 
draws 200 senior-level I-O practitioners.   The society  publishes a  quarterly  newsletter  that 
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accepts advertising,  and, through its new Partner  Program, works with  outside 
organizations to help them access its membership.    

According to SIOP, “there is no better  access to the I-O psychology  community  than 
through  SIOP.”6  Its  new Partner Program  provides access to “a quantified group of I-O 
psychology  leaders who influence and make critical purchasing decisions,”  and offers 
many “networking opportunities with potential and existing customers.”  

The Partner Program  works by  allowing outside organizations to purchase event 
opportunities (such as conference exhibition booths and sponsorship/advertising in the 
various conference activities), advertising in SIOP’s quarterly  newsletter, and JobNet 
Partner subscriptions.   In return, SIOP provides the participating partners with  benefits 
such  as logo recognition, advertising in the conference program, complimentary  use of 
SIOP’s mailing list,  and more depending on the level of partnership.  The program  is 
flexible with multiple cost  points and venues, and offers partnership on an event-specific 
or annual basis.

Pearson is an exhibitor and a Conference Partner of SIOP’s 2009  24th Annual 
Conference, April 2-4, in New Orleans.  Along with the exhibition booth,  Pearson will 
display  corporate signage,  and has name recognition on the Conference Partners Web 
Page and in the conference program.  

The SIOP 2009 Leading  Edge Consortium, to be held Oct. 16-17  in Denver, will serve as 
the next venue for in-person Partner participation.  

SIOP’s newsletter–The Industrial-Organizational Psychologist (TIP)–is published in 
January, April, July  and October.  ACC did not see any  Pearson advertising in  the back 
issues it reviewed, but did notice advertising from numerous Pearson competitors.     

  SIOP offers its annual Partners (those who have spent at least $7,000 on event 
opportunities and advertising) a complimentary  one-time use of its mailing list.  
Otherwise the cost is 16  cents per name, plus a surcharge of $100 for additional sorting of 
the membership data base.

In addition to the above-mentioned opportunities, outside groups can interact with, 
and promote themselves to, SIOP members by  presenting research or other  relevant 
information at panel sessions, poster  presentations, roundtable forums during the 
society’s annual conferences and/or  consortiums.  Pearson presented a 
paper–“Understanding the Relationship Between Critical Thinking and Job 
Performance”–in a poster session for SIOP’s 2006 annual conference in Dallas. 

Association for Psychological Type International (APTi)
APTi is the professional membership organization for people worldwide who use 

personality  type and assessment tools, with  a mission of promoting “the practical 
application and responsible use of personality  type through education and training, 
research, networking and community building.”

With about 2,100 members, APTi holds an international conference every  other year 
which draws about 350 participants.  Outside organizations can present,  exhibit  and serve 
as a  sponsor for the conference.  This year’s conference will be held Aug. 5-9 in Dallas, 
Texas.   Pearson is a “Silver” level sponsor of APTi’s upcoming conference, and will give a 
presentation–“Using Assessments to Coach,  Hire, Develop and Manage Talent”–during 
the conference. 
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The association publishes a quarterly  magazine–Bulletin of Psychological Type–that 
accepts advertising.  ACC could not determine whether Pearson is an advertiser or has 
advertised in the past.

The Society of Consulting Psychology (SCP)
The SCP, Division 13  of the APA, tasks itself with  contributing to the definition of 

consulting psychology  and the methods used by  consultants.  With about 1,300 members, 
the society  hosts an annual conference that drew about 320 attendees this year.  The 
purpose of this year’s conference–Excellence in Leadership–was to “facilitate the growth, 
development, and interaction of psychologists who work as managers,  consultants,  or 
whose primary  focus is the application of psychology  to management.”   The conference, 
held Feb. 4-7  in San Diego,  Calif., was co-hosted by  the Society  of Psychologists in 
Management (SPIM).  Pearson’s TalentLens was a  conference sponsor and gave a 
presentation–“Leader Success and Derailment”–in one of the conference sessions.

The society  produces two publications–The Consulting Psychologist and The Journal 
of Consulting Psychology–but neither accepts advertising.  

Society of Psychologists in Management (SPIM)
SPIM is devoted to “facilitate the growth, development, and interaction of 

psychologists who work as managers or whose primary  focus is the application of 
psychology  to management.”  With about 180 members, SPIM fosters a “small town 
atmosphere”  as an organization and bills membership to be most appropriate for  doctoral-
level psychologist members of APA’s Division 13  and 14, who have demonstrated 
involvement with management, whether through actual management, the   teaching of 
management practices, or the consultation to management. 

SPIM hosts an annual meeting, which  this year  was jointly  conducted with the SCP’s 
annual meeting.  While Pearson sponsored the recent joint meeting,  Pearson is not named 
as a sponsor of SPIM annual meetings held in recent previous years.  

SPIM produces a  quarterly  newsletter and biannual journal, but neither  periodical 
accepts advertising.   
Industrial Organizational/Organizational Behavior (IOOB) 
Graduate Student Conference

This annual conference is hosted every  year  by  a  different graduate level Industrial-
o r g a n i z a t i o n a l p s y c h o l o g y 
program, and is organized and 
conducted entirely  by  graduate 
students.  The 30th Annual IOOB 
C o n f e r e n c e – T h e W i n d s o f 
Change: Past,  Present  & Future 
Influences of I/O Psychology–was 
held Feb. 27-March 1  by  the 
Illinois Institute of Technology  in 
Chicago.  Next year’s conference 
will be hosted by  the University  of 
Houston in Houston, Texas.  
Outside groups can participate in 
this conference and network with 

U.S. News & World Report Best Graduate Schools 
2009–Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Michigan State Univeristy
University of Minnesota–Twin Cities
Bowling Green State University
Pennsylvania State University–University Park
University of Illinois–Urbana-Champaign
George Mason University
Georgia Institute of Technology
University of Akron
University of Maryland–College Park
University of South Florida
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future I-O practitioners, as well as with seasoned professionals, by  serving as a conference 
sponsor.  ACC was not  able to determine if Pearson has ever sponsored this event, but 
some of Pearson’s competitors do.

APA Division 5–Evaluation, Measurement, and Statistics
APA Division 5 promotes research  and exchange of information about evaluation, 

measurement and statistics and fosters high standards “in both research  and practical 
application in  these fields.”   Its estimated 2,000 members include specialists in the fields 
of educational psychology, psychometrics, I-O psychology, and individual assessment. 

Division 5 holds its annual convention in conjunction with the APA’s annual 
convention, but this convention per se does not offer  outreach opportunities for  outside 
groups.  Pearson, though, was a major sponsor of, and exhibiter  at, APA’s 2008 annual 
convention, last August, in Boston, Mass.  

The division publishes two professional, non-commercial journals and a quarterly 
newsletter–The Score–that does accept outside advertising.   Few  organizations seem to 
take advantage of this advertising as their seems to be only  one to three advertisements 
per issue.  Pearson is one of three advertisers in the most recent (January) issue.  

Further Recommendations and Options
ACC believes that Pearson should continue its professional engagement with these 

organizations through  sponsorship, advertising, and participation and exhibition in their 
conferences and meetings.  Pearson should expand its participation level with those 
organizations that seem  to be producing  the greatest results, or  that hold the most  promise 
for increasing sales.  All evidence gleaned by  ACC suggests that this organization would be 
SIOP, as it  holds the most members of Pearson’s target market and offers the most 
comprehensive means of engaging with  this market.   SIOP also seems to attract the most 
Pearson competition, but this just makes it more crucial for Pearson to apply  the resources 
needed to put itself above the proverbial fray–the barker with the loudest  voice generally 
draws the largest crowd, and the peacock with the brightest  feathers draws in  the most 
hens....  

Pearson should also consider  increasing its participation level to include those 
organizations that Pearson is currently not engaged with.  

In particular, Pearson should consider  sponsoring, and if possible present  at, IOOB, as 
this forum will allow personal networking  with future I-O psychologists.  With the current 
mean age of I-O psychologists at  about 52-years-old, the future is going to come quickly 
and these young students will soon become a primary  group of potential buyers of Pearson 
products.  With relatively  few competitors sponsoring this event, the Pearson name has a 
clearer shot at  gaining prominence with these students before they’ve begun their careers 
and are then inundated with marketing efforts from the numerous competitor names.

If resources are tight, and Pearson needs to reduce its marketing efforts through 
engagement with these organizations, then ACC recommends it focus these resources on 
SIOP for  the reasons mentioned above.  The SCP, with only  about 1,300 members (of which 
a large portion are not part of Pearson’s target market) and a relatively  low rate of 
conference attendance, does not appear  to offer a wellspring of opportunity.   If Pearson 
agrees with this opinion based on its recent efforts with SCP, then ACC would recommend 
shifting resources from  this target into SIOP in an effort to produce a “bigger bang  for  the 
buck.”
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I-O and Consulting Psychologist’s Audience
Senior Level Executives

The U.S. Bureau of Labor  Statistics (BLS) in its “Occupational Outlook Handbook, 
2008-2009  Edition”  estimates that  there were approximately  2.1  million “top executives” 
in  the U.S. labor force as of 2006.  The BLS further  breaks down the occupation into two 
sectors, with their estimated populations, as follows:

General and operations managers    1,720,000
Chief Executives       402,000

The BLS projects that the total number of top executives in the U.S.  work force will 
increase by  about 2  percent from 2006 to 2016.  Employment  of Chief executives is 
projected to increase from  402,000 to 410,000, while general and operations managers 
will grow from 1,720,000 to 1,746,000.

According to the BLS, employment of these executives “is not as sensitive to growth in 
business as employment in many  other occupations.   As a business grows, the number of 
top executives changes little relative to the total number of employees.”7  The high pay  and 
prestige of these positions attracts a large number of qualified applicants and competition 
is considered keen.  Due to the size of the field, numerous openings become available every 
year  as executives transfer to other  positions, start their  own businesses, or retire.  As 
many  executives who leave a firm transfer  into another  executive position, the number of 
job openings for newer, less experienced candidates for these positions is limited.  

The limited employment growth in this field will vary  by  industry,  according  to the 
BLS, which points to above-average growth in  the professional, scientific and technical 
service fields, average growth in administrative and support services, and a  decline in 
some manufacturing industries.

The BLS, as of 2007  estimated that the largest concentrations of chief executives were 
found in the following sectors: 

Manufacturing        39,770
Federal, State and Local Government     30,030
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services   29,850
Educational Services       23,900
Finance and Insurance       22,740
Health Care and Social Assistance     21,520
Management of Companies and Enterprises    21,440
Wholesale Trade        19,820
Construction        19,290
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services      16,050
Retail Trade        14,590
Information        9,820
“Other” Services        8,620
Accommodations and Food Service     5,110
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Transportation and Warehousing     5,040
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing     4,490
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation     3,470
Utilities         1,440

The BLS, as of 2007, estimated that  the largest  concentrations of General and 
Operations Managers were found in the following sectors:

Retail Trade        207,000
Manufacturing        189,280
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services   149,710
Wholesale Trade        136,780
Construction        123,740
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services      109,390
Finance and Insurance       108,940
Health Care and Social Assistance     99,570
Federal, State and Local Government     92,820
“Other” Services        72,000
Management of Companies and Enterprises    64,880
Accommodation and Food Services     62,460
Information        51,820
Transportation and Warehousing     47,010
Educational Services       44,950
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing     36,050
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation     31,510
Mining (including Oil and Gas Extraction)    16,220
Utilities         8,080
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Human Resources
The human resources department used to be called the personnel department.   The 

functions of the personnel department were primarily  administrative and clerical.  The 
department would process personnel in and out of the company  or  organization, manage 
company  benefits and even handle the company’s annual picnic and Christmas party.  It 
wasn’t until the 1980s that the concept of humans as a resource took hold,  paving  the way 
for the modern concept of human resources management.  

Fast track advancement to the “C-
level” of organizations typically  came 
from sales, marketing, finance and 
operations.  The human resources 
department remained a  step-child until 
just  the past few years.  Corporations are 
now  beginning  to advance HR executives 
to the position of chief HR officer, or 
CHRO.  From  the perspective of the 
human resources executive this is long 
overdo.   This paradigm  shift bodes well 
for professional HR product vendors like 
Pearson Assessment who seek to sell into 
o r g a n i z a t i o n s t h r o u g h t h e H R 
department. 

The majority  of today’s HR managers are Baby  Boomers (born 1945 to 1964) and 
female.   If you want to do business with  them  the rules are simple. “Make my  life easy. 
Save me some time. Don’t rip me off.”  Remember  Boomers are immigrants in the cyber 
world and will probably  want to communicate on the phone and interact in person. Direct 
mail remains a  business to business mainstay  for Boomers.  Follow up with a call and a 
personal visit. 

The employment climate is tense in this difficult economic environment. No one wants 
to face the prospect of losing their job and being out of work.  HR professionals face a two-
edged sword.  They  must be concerned about the viability  of their own positions as they 
seek to make the best hires possible, retain the best talent and train the existing work force 
for optimal performance.  Pearson Assessment is uniquely  qualified to help HR 
Professionals achieve their goals in these difficult times.

Human Resources: An Overview
The U.S. Bureau of Labor  Statistics (BLS) in its “Occupational Outlook Handbook, 

2008-2009  Edition” estimates that there were approximately  868,000 human resources 
(HR), training, and labor relations managers and specialists in the U.S. labor  force as of 
2006.  The BLS projects that overall employment in  this occupation is expected to grow 
faster than the average for all  occupations and projects that employment in the field will 
grow by  about 17  percent to 1,015,000 by  2016.  However,  the BLS also noted that 
employment growth in the occupation could be adversely  affected by  economic conditions, 
or by  corporate downsizing, restructuring, and mergers and acquisitions.  Job growth 
could also be limited by more extensive use of computerized HR information systems.   

Pearson Assessment: Charting the Course of Demographic Change Page 15

U.S. News & World Report Best Business 
Schools 2009 by program speciality 

(Human Resources)
Stanford University
University of Pennsylvania (Wharton)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Sloan)
Northwestern University (Kellog)
University of Chicago
University of California–Berkeley (Haas)
Columbia University
University of California–Los Angeles (Anderson)
University of Michigan–Ann Arbor (Ross)
Cornell University (Johnson)
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The BLS distinguishes the occupation by  “manager” and “specialist” and further breaks 
each of these down into seven positions, with their estimated 2006 populations, and 
projected 2016 populations, as follows:

 Managers

Position       2006  2016 (proj.)  % Change
Compensation and benefits managers 49,000   55,000   (12%)

Training and development managers 29,000   33,000   (16%)

Human resource managers, all other  58,000   65,000   (11%)

      Specialists

Employment, recruitment and 
placement specialists     197,000   233,000   (18%)

Compensation, benefits and
job analysis specialists     110,000   130,000   (18%)

Training and development specialists 210,000   249,000   (18%)

Human resources, training, and
labor relations specialists, all other   214,000   250,000   (16%)

According to the BLS, HR personnel act as a  bridge between employees  and top 
management, and perform the administrative functions related to recruiting, interviewing, 
hiring, training,  labor relations,  and employee benefits.  Along with these traditional 
responsibilities, HR professionals increasingly  play  a larger role in strategic planning 
within companies, moving “from  behind-the-scenes staff work to leading the company  in 
suggesting and changing policies.”8 

HR training, and labor  relations managers and specialists are employed in just  about 
every  sector  and industry  in the U.S. economy.  The private sector accounts for  roughly  87 
percent of the positions, while federal, state and local governments employ  about 13 
percent.  The BLS estimates that 17,000 managers and specialists are self-employed and 
work as consultants to public and private employers.  

While the BLS categorizes the HR workers as outlined above,  it notes that there are a 
variety  of positions within the listed subgroups,  and numerous different job titles used to 
distinguish these workers.  For example, in smaller  companies there are often HR 
generalists who are responsible for handling all aspects of human resources work.   And in 
large corporations a  director  of HR may  supervise several departments–such as 
“compensation  and benefits,” “training and development,” “recruitment,”  etc.–each run by 
a manager and staffed by  specialists.    This director,  in turn, would report to a top HR 
executive, but the executive falls under the BLS’s purview of “top executives.” 
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The BLS characterizes the nature of work conducted by  human resources, training and, 
and labor relations managers and specialists as follows:  

Employment  and placement–managers supervise the hiring and separation of 
employees, and, in particular,  supervise employment, recruitment  and placement 
specialists, who are responsible for recruiting and placing workers.   More specifically,  
recruiters seek out promising job candidates and screen, interview and occasionally  test 
applicants.   Recruiters maintain active contacts within the communities where they  work, 
and may  travel (often to college campuses) to search for promising candidates.  Recruiters 
must be thoroughly  familiar with their  company  and its HR policies in so that  they  can 
succinctly  describe wages,  working  conditions, and promotional opportunities to 
prospective candidates.   Employment interviewers help match employers with  qualified 
jobseekers.

HR position titles that fall under this purview include:  employment managers, 
placement managers, recruiters,  employment interviewers,  HR consultants, HR 
coordinators, and employer relations representatives.

Compensation, benefits and job analysis–managers and specialists in this field 
are responsible for operating company  compensation (salary, health insurance,  vacation 
time and pensions) programs and/or  analyzing job duties.  Managers and specialists serve 
either as generalists,  responsible for all  of the listed duties,  or focus on a specific task, such 
as administering a company’s benefits program.

HR position titles that fall under this purview include:  job analysts, position 
classifiers, occupational analysts, compensation managers, employee benefit managers, 
employee benefit  specialists, employee assistance plan managers and employee welfare 
managers   

Training and development–this HR field has grown increasingly  important in 
recent years as management has realized the importance of continually  enhancing 
employee skills and workers see training as an employee benefit.   The work environment 
has grown increasingly  complex in recent years and rapid organizational and technological 
changes affect both  the company  as a hole and individual positions, some of which require 
periodic, if not constant, updating of skill levels in order to keep up with  the fast pace of 
change.  Training and development managers and specialists rely  on a  variety  of training 
methods–such as on-the-job, classroom, apprenticeship, workshop, video, computer-
aided–to foster the continued development of employee skills.     

HR position titles that fall under  this purview include:  training and development 
managers, training and development specialists, training managers, and training 
specialists.  

Employee Relations–managers and specialists implement labor relations programs, 
engage in  collective bargaining agreement negotiations and help companies with  dispute 
resolution. 

HR position titles that  fall under  this purview include:  labor relations managers, labor 
relations specialists, Equal Employment Opportunity  representatives, and affirmative 
action coordinators.
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As noted on page 1, the BLS projects that overall employment in  the HR field will grow 
faster than the average for all occupations.  College graduates with  certification should 
have the best  job opportunities in the field, and demand is expected to be especially  strong 
in  the areas of training and development and in labor relations.  An advanced degree is 
generally  required for many  labor relations positions,  and for those seeking general and 
top management HR positions.  (Insert Table on top HR Schools?)

Annual salary  levels for HR workers vary  widely  according to occupation, experience, 
training, location and size of the firm.  Median annual earnings for all HR “manager” fields 
ranged from  $74,450 to $88,510, according to the BLS, while the median for  all HR 
“specialist” fields ranged from  $42,420 to $50,230.  A survey  conducted by  the National 
Association of Colleges and Employers concluded that bachelor’s degree holders majoring 
in  HR, including labor and industrial relations,  received starting offers averaging $41,680 
per year.

HR Professionals–Demographics
There is not  a  lot of available demographic data on  HR professionals, probably  due in 

large part to the size and dispersed population of HR practitioners.  The Society  for 
Human Resources Management (SHRM) did release a report on a  demographic survey  it 
conducted in  2007–The 2007 HR Careers Survey Report–but information gleaned from 
the study  may  not be all that comprehensive as only  636 HR practitioners responded to 
the survey.  Nevertheless the data could hold some demographic insights.  Among the 
findings:  

Eighty  percent of the randomly  surveyed respondents identified themselves as female.  
This gender imbalance was especially  noticeable among professionals in the youngest age 
groups, indicating what will be a  long term  trend.  Female executive level respondents only 
outnumbered men by  a small margin, but due to the overall gender imbalance, this 
disparity is likely to grow in future years.  

The survey  found generational difference in that older  HR professionals were more 
likely  to say  that  they  had been internally  promoted or transferred into the field, while 
younger professionals appear more likely  to have planned their entry  into the profession 
by  studying HR in college.  The survey  determined that at least 85 percent  of HR 
professionals hold at least a bachelor’s or associate’s degree, and that 20 percent of degree 
holders held a  master’s degree.  Almost 30 percent of respondents received their highest 
degree in human resources, while 35 percent received it in business administration/
management. 

Because HR has emerged as a distinct field of business and growing numbers of 
universities and business schools offer  degrees in HR management, SHRM believes that 
the number  of degreed HR practitioners will continue to increase.   In fact, SHRM, and 
other HR-related organizations, believe that having a college degree has become 
indispensable for entry-level HR workers, and that to get  ahead in the field HR 
practitioners will need to major specifically  in HR, and, even more specifically, HR that  is 
a component of a business school.     

The BLS provides some demographic data about occupations through its Occupational 
Employment  Statistics Program, a  federal-sate survey  conducted every  three years to 
collect information on about 800 different occupations.  This demographic data includes 
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the number of workers by  industry, the number of workers by  state, and the number of 
workers by metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas.

To further  extrapolate the BLS numbers of HR professionals, ACC assumes that the the 
following HR professionals as delineated by  the BLS fall under the purview of Pearson’ 
target audience:

29,000 Training and Development Managers;
58,000 HR managers, “all other” (because many of them are most likely involved to
some degree with recruitment, training, development and assessment, and would thus
be in a position to purchase Pearson products);
197,000 Employment, Recruitment and Placement Specialists;
210,000 Training and Development Specialists; 
and, 166,000 of 214,000 HR, Training, and Labor Relations Specialists, “all other”
(ACC subtracted 48,000 of these specialists who were assumed to work on labor
relations issues {see *note on page 24} but of the remainder some are likely involved to
some degree with recruitment, training, development and assessment, and would thus
be in a position to purchase Pearson products);
for a target market total of 660,000 consisting of 87,000 HR managers and 573,000
HR specialists.* 
Highlights from the data on these five HR fields is as follows:

Training and Development Managers

Employment Populations by Sector:
Management of Companies and Enterprises    4,980
Finance and Insurance       4,620
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services      2,810
Educational Services       2,380
Health Care and Social Assistance     2,340
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services   2,330
Federal, State and Local Government     2,170
Manufacturing        2,160
Information        1,160
Wholesale Trade        720
Transportation and Warehousing     590
Retail Trade        470
“Other” Services        340
Accommodation and Food Services     260
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing     240
Utilities         230
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation     180
Construction        80
Mining (including Oil and Gas Extraction)    n/a
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting    n/a

*The 49,000 Compensation and Benefits Managers, and 110,000 Compensation, Benefits and Job Analysis Specialists 
are not part of the target market for the purposes of this report, and detailed information on these fields as provided by 
the BLS is not included.
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Employment Populations by Industry (top ten):
Management of Companies and Enterprises*   4,980
Local Government       1,610
General Medical and Surgical Hospitals    1,380
Insurance Carriers       1,290
Depository Credit Intermediation     1,110
Employment Services       920
Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools   910
Securities, Commodity Contracts Intermediation
and Brokerage        780
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services 730
Business Support Services      700

Employment Populations by State (top ten):
New York         3,160
California          2,800
Texas          1,610
Illinois         1,330
Georgia          1,230
Pennsylvania        960
Tennessee        920
Massachusetts        910
New Jersey         900
Florida         890

Employment Populations by Region (top five):
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA  3,060
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI     1,150
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA    950
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV  930
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA     870

Training and Development Specialists

Employment Populations by Sector:
Health Care and Social Assistance     26,380
Finance and Insurance       24,420
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services   21,390
Federal, State and Local Government     17,930
Educational Services       16,030
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services      15,800
Management of Companies and Enterprises    15,170
Manufacturing        13,610
Retail Trade        10,280

*“Management of Companies and Enterprises” is the only industry listed under the “Management of Companies and 
Enterprises” sector heading.
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Information        9,990
Transportation and Warehousing     7,910
Wholesale Trade        6,740
“Other” Services        6,550
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing     2,890
Utilities          2,840
Accommodation and Food Services     2,720
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation     1,160
Construction        580
Mining (including Oil and Gas Extraction)    420
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting    n/a

Employment Populations by Industry (top ten):
Management of Companies and Enterprises    15,170
State Government       9,430
Insurance Carriers       9,040
Local Government       8,050
Computer Systems Design and Related Services   7,370
General Medical and Surgical Hospitals    6,810
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services 6,060
Depository Credit Intermediation     5,710
Employment Services       5,470
Elementary and Secondary Schools     4,570

Employment Populations by State (top ten):
California          17,900
Texas          13,730
New York         12,970
Florida         11,960
Georgia          10,000
Pennsylvania        9,390
Ohio         8,950
Virginia          8,710
Illinois         7,900
North Carolina        6,390

Employment Populations by Region (top five):
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA  12,060
Washington,-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV  7,680
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI     6,620
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA    5,920
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA     5,760
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Human Resources Managers, All Other

Employment Populations by Sector:
Manufacturing        8,600
Management of Companies and Enterprises    8,280
Federal, State and Local Government     7,960
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services   5,910
Health Care and Social Assistance     5,170
Finance and Insurance       4,880
Educational Services       3,560
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services      3,060
Information        2,390
Wholesale Trade        1,990
Retail Trade        1,400
Transportation and Warehousing     1,210
Accommodation and Food Services     1,050
“Other” Services        890
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing     560
Construction        430
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation     320
Utilities          280
Mining (including Oil and Gas Extraction)    140
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting    n/a

Employment Populations by Industry (top ten):
Management of Companies and Enterprises    8,280
Local Government       4,640
General Medical and Surgical Hospitals    2,810
State Government       1,920
Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools   1,700
Depository Credit Intermediation     1,510
Insurance Carriers       1,480
Computer Systems Design and Related Services   1,440
Employment Services       1,400
Federal Executive Branch      1,400

Employment Populations by State (top ten):
California          8,150
New York         5,480
Illinois         3,360
Minnesota        2,550
New Jersey         2,330
Michigan         2,030
Texas          1,970
Georgia          1,930
Florida         1,770
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Washington        1,680

Employment Populations by Region (top five):
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA  6,030
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA    2,960
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI     2,940
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI    2,180
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA      1,300

Employment, Recruitment and Placement Specialists

Employment Populations by Sector:
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services      78,210*
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services   34,020
Federal, State and Local Government     18,140
Health Care and Social Assistance     18,090
Educational Services       9,610
Management of Companies and Enterprises    8,230
Finance and Insurance       8,150
Transportation and Warehousing     3,920
Manufacturing        3,280
Information        2,810
“Other” Services        1,940
Retail Trade        1,390
Construction        1,270
Wholesale Trade        1,250
Accommodation and Food Services     1,120
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing     730
Mining (including Oil and Gas Extraction)    530
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation     480
Utilities          470
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting    n/a

Employment Populations by Industry (top 10):
Employment Services†       72,580
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services 21,630
State Government       9,960
Management of Companies and Enterprises    8,230
Local Government       8,180
Computer Systems Design and Related Services   7,190
Vocational Rehabilitation Services     5,370
General Medical and Surgical Hospitals    5,360
Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools   3,360
Individual and Family Services (Social Assistance)   2,690

*†72,580 of the 78,210 employees in this sector are listed as working in the “employment services” industry.
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Employment Populations by State (top ten):
California          18,270
New York         16,850
Texas          15,780
Florida         15,120
Illinois         9,990
Pennsylvania         9,110
New Jersey         6,450
Massachusetts        6,420
North Carolina        6,090
Ohio         5,840

Employment Populations by Region (top five):
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA  17,890
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI     8,190
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA    7,390
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX     6,640
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV  5,980

Human Resources, Training, and Labor Relations Specialists, All Other

Employment Populations by Sector:
“Other” Services        53,430*
Federal, State and Local Government     36,850
Manufacturing        17,340
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services   14,000
Health Care and Social Assistance     13,700
Retail Trade        11,920
Management of Companies and Enterprises    11,780
Administrative and Support and Waste Management
and Remediation Services      11,150
Finance and Insurance       8,780
Educational Services       7,610
Information        7,110
Transportation and Warehousing     6,300
Wholesale Trade        4,500
Accommodation and Food Services     1,740
Construction        1,680
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing     1,180
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation     1,080
Utilities          1,070
Mining (including Oil and Gas Extraction)    500
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting    50

*The majority of these specialists are listed as working for labor unions and “labor organizations,” and probably 
specialize in labor issues. 
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Employment Populations by Industry (top ten):
Labor Unions and Similar Labor Organizations   48,460
Federal Executive Branch      21,390
Management of Companies and Enterprises    11,780
Local Government       9,880
Employment Services       7,300
General Medical and Surgical Hospitals    5,830
State Government       5,580
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services 4,320
Department Stores       3,870
Building Material and Supplies Dealers    3,550

Employment Populations by State (top ten):
California          29,260
New York         14,590
Florida         14,230
Ohio         13,100
Illinois         11,110
Texas          10,530
Virginia          10,180
Pennsylvania        10,070
Michigan         8,460
Washington        8,110

Employment Populations by Region (top five):
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA  13,170
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV  11,120
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA    10,690
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL Metropolitan Division  6,920
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA      5,560

 The Employment Services Industry
The employment services industry  has grown significantly  in the past 20 years, and 

accounted for more than 90,000 of the 868,000 HR jobs listed by  the BLS.  Broken down 
by  position, the BLS estimated that the estimated 68,000 employment services industry 
firms employed the following numbers of HR workers as of 2006:

 Managers
 Compensation and benefits managers      490  

 Training and development managers      920  

 Human resource managers, all other       1,400   

 Specialists
 Employment, recruitment and 
 placement specialists          72,580 
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 Compensation, benefits and
 job analysis specialists          2,950 
  
 Training and development specialists      5,470
  
 Human resources, training, and
 labor relations specialists, all other        7,300   

The BLS breaks the employment services industry  down into three distinct segments:  
“employment placement agencies,” which list  employment  vacancies and place permanent 
employees; “temporary  help services,” which provide temporary  employees to businesses 
and industry  on a contract basis; and, “professional employer  organizations (PEOs),” 
which provide HR management services to client businesses.   The BLS estimates that 
40,000 of the 68,000 employment services industry  firms are temporary  help services, 
leaving 28,000 employment placement agencies and PEOs.  The BLS does not provide 
estimated number of firms for  each of these segments, but the National Association of 
Professional Employer Organizations estimates that  there are 700 PEOs in the U.S., which 
would mean that there are about 27,300 employment placement agencies.*  The difference 
between the two is that  PEOs provide all HR services, while placement agencies only 
provide recruitment and staffing services.  

The outsourcing of HR functions has grown increasingly  popular  in the past few  years 
as both  a  means for reducing costs and to help companies navigate the increasingly 
complex  field of employment law.  SHRM in a 2005 report–2015: Scenarios for the Future 
of Human Resources Management–noted that “nearly  three quarters of companies had 
outsourced at least part or  all of their  background and criminal checks, while more than 
half had outsourced part or all of their  health care benefits administration.”9  The report 
pointed to Oracle as an example of a  large corporation that had completely  outsourced its 
entire HR department.

The Human Resources Outsourcing Association (HROA) considers recruitment 
process outsourcing (RPO) the fastest growing segment of all HR outsourcing.  The 
association believes that RPO has grown by  almost 25 percent in just the past four years, 
and believes that  up to 47  percent of U.S. firms are outsourcing at least  some portion of 
their recruitment process. 

Recommendations for Gaining Access to HR Professionals
Gaining access to the entire 660,000 target market  members of the HR profession as 

identified by  ACC may  not be possible due to their  vast numbers and wide dispersal across 
the country  and in the various business sectors.  However, because there are so many  of 
them, gaining access to specific HR populations–whether by  sector, region or through 
organizational affiliation–should be relatively easy.

While Pearson can target specific HR practitioners by  sector, state or region, as with 
organizational-industrial and consulting psychologists, ACC believes that the best means 
of reaching the widely  dispersed 660,000 target  market population is through the 
numerous organizations that support the profession.  These organizations offer various 

*ACC assumes that Pearson is not interested in marketing their assessment and training products to the temporary help 
services segment, and will not include information about this group in this report.
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opportunities for  outside groups and individuals to interact with HR practitioners, 
including:

–Conferences and seminars at  which Pearson can network in person with HR 
managers and specialists; exhibit their products; and serve as speakers or  presenters in 
conference sessions, seminars and roundtable discussions; and,  

–Journals, newsletters and magazines,  through which  Pearson can publish white 
papers on assessment  topics or purchase advertising  space in which to promote Pearson 
line of products.

–Membership lists through which Pearson can use directed mail or in-person contact 
with HR offices and individual HR professionals. 

Organizations that  support HR professionals (please see appendix  II for contact 
information) include:

Human Resources/Talent Management Organizations

Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
 SHRM, the largest  professional HR association,  promotes the HR field by  

  providing education, certification and networking to its members, and 
  lobbies the U.S. Congress on issues pertinent to personnel management 
  and human resources.
Founded:   1948
Members:  250,000-plus/500 chapters  
Conferences:  
  SHRM and its state affiliates hold dozens of conferences every year.

SHRM’s Annual Conference & Exposition is the world’s largest HR-themed 
conference (this year to be held in New  Orleans, June 28-July  1),  and draws 
attendance from  more than 12,000 HR practitioners.  SHRM’s 2009  Staffing 
Management Conference & Exposition will be held in Las Vegas April 28-30, 
and is expected to draw more than 1,200 HR staffing specialists.   SHRM 
conferences offers a wide variety  of sponsorship opportunities to outside 
vendors, conference seminars allow for outside speakers and the exposition 
offers exhibiting space to vendors.  Pearson is a 2009 exposition exhibiter.

Publications and other outreach: 
  SRHM publishes two magazines and several newsletter  that accept 
  advertising.  
  HR Magazine, a monthly full-color magazine with almost 235,000
  subscribers, of whom SHRM considers 145,000 to be senior-level HR 
  executives.
  Staffing Management, a quarterly full-color magazine. 
  HR Week  newsletter, a  weekly  roundup of HR news provided to all SHRM 
  members.
  And nine other HR Discipline newsletters that focus on specific HR 
  sectors, such as staffing management.
  SHRM Online,  allows web page advertising and targeted advertising  to 
  specific HR disciplines on the web, on e-newsletters and webcasts. 
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  SHRM Online Buyers Guide is a searchable database of HR Vendors 
  (Pearson has a  basic listing under the “Testing and Assessment”  section, 
  but should consider adding its phone number and contact name).
  SHRM Podcast home page (accepts sponsorship)
  SHRM Store, allows sponsorship of items sold on  the world’s largest HR 
  bookstore and on the SHRM Store catalog. 
Mailing list: 
  SHRM offers an online member directory to members only.
Also of Note: 
  SHRM in  partnership with Pan, operates an online testing center  that 
  offers more than 400 types of assessment  tests by  more than 50 different 
  publishers.   The Society  calls the SHRM Testing Center, the “world’s 
  largest resource for online testing.”  This makes SHRM a competitor of 
  sorts with Pearson.
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Continue to participate in SHRM’s Annual Conference and Exhibition.
Consider participation in SHRM affiliate conferences.
Consider advertising in SHRM’s publications, if not doing so already.
IN the SHRM Online Buying Guide,  pay  the extra money  to be featured with 
an “Enhanced Listing”  complete with company  logo and hyperlinked web 
site and e-mail addresses rather than just being one of dozens of vendors on 
a “Basic Listing” page.

Human Capital Institute (HCI)
 HCI calls itself a “think tank,  educator, and global professional association 

  dedicated to the advancement of talent management practices for 
  individuals and organizations.”10

Founded:   2004
Members:  142,000 and reputedly growing by 3,200 per month  
Conferences:  
  HCI hosts an annual National Human Capital Summit (the fourth annual 
  was held March 9-11  in Scottsdale, AZ, and drew more than 600 HR 
  leaders)  and plans to hold six, two-day  specialty  conferences in 2006 
  focusing  on Strategic Talent Acquisition (June 9-10, San Francisco); 
  Workforce Planning, Analytics & Metrics (June 16-17, Boston); 
  On-Boarding, Engagement and Retention (September, Boston); Learning 
  & Development  Innovation (October,  San Francisco); Talent Management 
  in  Oil & Gas (November, Houston); and, Talent Management in Life 
  Sciences (November, Princeton).  
  Publications and other outreach: 
  HCI also hosts dozens of webcasts per year  that  reach  thousands of HR 
  and talent management professionals every month.
  HCI conferences and webcasts allow  for outside speakers and offer  a range 
  of sponsorship opportunities by outside vendors. 
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Publications and other outreach:
  HCI does not publish any  periodicals or newsletters, but does conduct  and 
  release numerous talent management studies,  white papers, surveys and 
  assessments. 
Mailing list: 
  HCI does not provide its mailing list to vendors.
Also of Note:
  HCI’s studies and surveys could provide Pearson with more detailed 
  and up-to-date information about the evolving HR and talent management 
  field.   HCI states that  its member surveys provide valuable insights that 
  can be used for decision making, marketing, sales and public relations 
  efforts.  Studies and surveys planned for 2009 include:  Talent 
  Management Innovations; Talent Management in Federal Government; 
  The Chief Talent Officer; Baby  Boomer 2009  Trends; Talent Management 
  in Industry; Talent Management for Professionals; and more.   
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Join HCI if not already a member.
Pursue any opportunities to present at HCI conferences and webcasts.
Consider sponsorship opportunities with HCI conferences and webcasts. 

American Society for Training and Development (ASTD)
 ASTD is the world’s largest association  devoted to promoting  workplace 

  learning and supporting performance professionals.
Founded:   1944
Members:  44,000-plus/134 U.S. chapters  
Conferences:  
  ASTD holds several annual conferences per year.

ASTD’s International Conference & Exposition (this year  to be held in 
Washington, DC, May  31-June 3) draws attendance from more than 9,000 
workplace learning and performance professionals.  The conference offers a 
wide variety  of sponsorship opportunities to outside vendors, and conference 
seminars allow for outside speakers.  Pearson is a 2009 exposition exhibiter.
ASTD’s TechKnowledge Conference & Exposition profiles new and emerging 
products and services in the training and development field.  The 2009 
conference was held in Las Vegas, Jan.  28-30, and offered sponsorship 
opportunities and exhibit booths to vendors.
ASTD is hosting  three “The Telling Ain’t Training”  conferences in 2009, but 
these events do not appear to offer good outreach opportunities.

Publications and other outreach: 
  ASTD accepts advertising in its monthly  full-color  magazine Training and 
  Development, with a circulation of more than 44,000. 
  It  also accepts banner advertising and sponsorships on its web site, 
  www.ASTD.org. 
  ASTD EXPO 365 is a searchable “virtual tradeshow training resource” on 
  the web that profiles vendors’ services and products.
  The society  also publishes three newsletters, but these do not accept 
  advertising. 

http://www.ASTD.org
http://www.ASTD.org
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Mailing list: 
  ASTD offers vendors its membership list for direct mail campaigning.
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Continue to participate in ASTD’s Annual Conference and Exhibition
Consider placing a business listing in ASTD’s EXPO 365.
Consider advertising in Training and Development, if not doings so already.

American Management Association (AMA)
 The AMA bills itself as the world’s largest management development 

  organization that  provides a wide range of educational and management 
  development services–such as educational programs and classes, 
  seminars, on-site training, research,  assessments, and more–to 
  businesses, government agencies and individuals.
Founded:   1923
Members:  700,000-plus worldwide  
Conferences:  
  AMA hosts hundreds of conferences, seminars, webinars and podcasts per 
  year, however these events do not offer outreach opportunities.  
  Pearson gave a presentation on assessments in a Feb. 19 AMA webinar.
Publications and other outreach: 
  AMA publications do not accept advertising.
  AMA does not offer vendors any outreach opportunities.
Mailing list: 
  AMA does not offer its mailing list.
Also of Note:
  The AMA offers a  talent management assessment  tool in conjunction with 
  the HR Chally  organization,  which AMA calls a global leader in 
  assessments for selecting and developing talent.  Thus, AMA is a 
  competitor of Pearson.
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Continue to pursue any  opportunities to present  in  AMA conferences, 
seminars, webinars and podcasts.  

The Conference Board
 The Conference Board bills bills itself as the world’s preeminent business 

  membership and research organization, and works to create and 
  disseminate knowledge about management and the marketplace to help 
  businesses strengthen their  performance.  HR is one of the Board’s 12 
  programs.
Founded:   1916
Members:  2,000 companies in 55 countries 
Conferences:  
  The Conference Board hosts more than 200 conferences per year  that 
  focus on its program areas, with more than 15 conferences devoted to “HR 
  and Talent Management in  2009.  Conference sponsorship and advertising 
  is available.
Publications and other outreach: 
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  The Conference Board Review  is a bimonthly, full color magazine that 
  reaches 60,000 executives.  The magazine accepts advertising.
  The Board has a number of different sponsorship levels that give outside 
  vendors exposure through magazine advertising, online advertising,  and a 
  wide variety  of conference and seminar  advertising and networking 
  opportunities.
Mailing list: 
  The Board does not offer its mailing list.
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Pursue any opportunities to present at Conference Board conferences. 
 

National Human Resources Association (NHRA)
  NHRA is focused on the professional development of HR management 
  professionals throughout their career life cycles by  providing  networking 
  forums and professional development for its members. 
Founded:   1951
Members:  NHRA did not respond to ACC’s request for this information. 
Conferences:  
  NHRA’s 10 affiliates hold dozens of conferences and meetings per  year on 
  a wide variety of HR topics 
  NHRA conferences and meetings encourage participation by  outside 
  speakers and offer a range of sponsorship opportunities to outside 
  vendors. 
Publications and other outreach
  Most NHRA affiliates produce monthly  and quarterly  newsletters, which 
  do accept advertising.
  NHRA accepts advertising on its website and on its online “HR Yellow 
  Pages” vendor directory.
Mailing list: 
  NHRA’s does not sell or rent its mailing list.
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Consider membership in NHRA, if not already a member.
Consider opportunities to present at NHRA conferences and meetings.
Purchase a listing (at only  $75 per  non-member) in the NHRA online “HR 
Yellow Pages” vendor directory.

Human Resource Executive (HRE)
  HRE is a both a magazine and an online resource that focuses on strategic 
  HR issues,  such as personnel, benefits,  training and development, 
  information systems, retirement, and more.  
Founded: 1987
Members: More than 75,000 HR decision-makers subscribe to both HRE 
  magazine and HRE Online.
Conferences:  
  HRE hosts several annual conferences with expositions that draw 
  thousands of HR executives and professionals.  The third annual 
  HR in Hospitality  Conference and Expo was held March 17-18 in Florida.  
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  HRE’s seventh annual HR Week, which features four  conferences–HR in 
  Healthcare, HRO World, HR & EEO in the Federal Workplace, and HR 
  Management Solutions–as one big event,  will be held May  4-6  in  New 
  York City.   HRE’s 12th annual Technology  Conference & Exposition will be 
  held Sept.30-Oct.1, in Chicago.
  HRE conferences feature outside speakers and provide sponsorship and 
  advertising opportunities, while the exposition offers exhibiting  space to 
  vendors.  Pearson is an exhibiter at HR Week.  
Publications and other outreach:
  Human Resources Executive is a full-color,  advertiser-supported 
  magazine published 16 times per year. 
  Human Resources  Executive Online is an interactive resource that 
  provides HR directors and vice presidents breaking news, unique insights 
  and extensive reference materials.
  Both the magazine and web site accept advertising.  
Mailing list: HRE does not offer its mailing list.
Recommendations specific to this organization:
  Pursue any opportunities to present at HRE conferences.
  Continue to exhibit at  HRE conference expositions that attract Pearson‘  
  target audience. 
  Advertise in Human Resources Executive magazine, if not doing so 
  already.

Workforce Management
  Workforce management is a both a  publisher  and online resource devoted 
  to the examination of personnel management issues.
Founded: Circa 1924
Members: Workforce Management has almost 400,000 registered web site members.
Conferences: Workforce Management hosts webcasts on personnel issues.
Publications and other outreach:
  Workforce Management is a full-color, advertiser-supported 
  magazine published 16 times per year. 
  Workforce Online is an interactive resource that provides information and 
  news about personnel management. 
  Newsletters include:  Workforce Week  (weekly–about 230,000 
  subscribers); Dear Workforce (bi-monthly–about 195,000 subscribers); 
  Workforce Recruiting (bi-monthly–about 160,000); Workforce Benefits  
  (monthly–about 54,000); and Workforce Training (monthly–about 
  53,000).
  Both the magazine and web site accept advertising, while the newsletters 
  and webcasts offer sponsorship opportunities.
  Workforce Management’s web site includes an  online vendor directory.  
  Pearson is listed on the directory.
Mailing list: Workforce management sells its subscriber  and online member 
  information.
Recommendations specific to this organization:
  Continue to be listed on the Workforce Management vendor directory.
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  Advertise in Workforce Management magazine,  if not doing so 
  already.

Talent Management
  Talent Management is an both a print magazine and an online magazine 
  and online resource  devoted to the examination of human capital 
  management strategies by   focusing  on six  HR disciplines: recruitment and 
  retention, assessment and evaluation, compensation and benefits, 
  performance management, learning and development, and succession 
  planning.
Founded: Was originally launched in 2005 as “Workforce Performance Solutions.”
Members: 40,000 print subscribers.
Conferences: 
  Hosts at least two conferences and dozens of webinars per year devoted to 
  examining the challenges of personnel management.  The conferences 
  offer advertising and sponsorship opportunities,  and the webinars seek 
  sponsors.
Publications and other outreach:
  Talent Management magazine is a full-color, advertising supported 
  periodical published 12 times per year.  Talent Management’s web site is 
  an online magazine,  that features numerous articles, opinion  pieces, a 
  blog, and more.  The web site accepts advertising.  
Mailing list: Not available.
Recommendations specific to this organization:
  Consider  offering white papers or articles on Pearson’ perspectives on 
  assessments and testing for  online or print  magazine publication by  Talent 
  Management.
  Consider advertising with Talent Management.

HR Outsourcing/Professional Employment Organizations

Human Resources Outsourcing Association (HROA)
 HROA is a  global association “dedicated to accelerating and improving the 

  professional practice of HR transformation and outsourcing.”11

Founded:   2003
Members:  More than 7,500
Conferences:  
  HROA hosts several conferences and seminars per year,  along 
  with a national conference which  it calls the largest and most 
  multi-faceted PEO educational and networking event of the year.  The 
  seventh annual HRO World Conference & Exposition will  be held May  5-6 
  in  New York City  as part of HRE’s HR Week.  The association 
  will hold HRO Summit North America  Oct. 20-22  in Tampa, FL.   HROA 
  conferences provide sponsorship and advertising opportunities and 
  accepts outside presentations.    
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Publications and other outreach: 
  HROA publishes numerous white papers, newsletters and other content 
  about HR outsourcing on its website.   It accepts submissions from outside 
  organizations, but sponsorship/advertising opportunities are limited. 
Mailing list: 
  HROA maintains online directories of its members and its vendor 
  associate members.
Also of note:
  HROA is especially  active in the recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) 
  field and successfully  negotiated the 2009  merger  of its in-house RPO 
  Alliance with the RPO Association.  With RPO showing significant growth 
  in  recent years and representing a potential major change in how 
  companies recruit  management talent, HROA may  be the best  positioned 
  organization for keeping track of this trend.    
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Consider  whether  the emerging outsourcing trend, and in particular, RPO, 
represents an untapped market for Pearson products, and if so, pursue 
outreach efforts with HROA.

National Association of Professional Employer Organizations (NAPEO)
 NAPEO bills itself as as the largest U.S. trade association for professional 

  employer organizations (PEOs).
Founded:   1984
Members:  Almost 400 member companies that “represent  approximately  91  percent 
  of the revenues of the $68 billion industry.” 12  
Conferences:  
  NAPEO hosts several specialty  conferences and seminars per  year, along 
  with a national conference which  it calls the largest and most 
  multi-faceted PEO educational and networking event of the year.  This 
  year’s annual conference–Professional Employer & Marketplace 
  2009– will be held Sept. 10-12 in Miami,  and NAPEO expects it to draw 
  approximately  850 attendees.  NAPEO provides sponsorship and 
  advertising opportunities for all of its conferences and seminars.  
Publications and other outreach: 
  NAPEO publishes PEO Insider, a  full-color, advertising supported 
  monthly magazine. 
Mailing list: 
  NAPEO maintains online directories of its members and its vendor 
  associate members.
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Consider  whether PEOs represent an untapped market  for Pearson products, 
and if so, pursue outreach efforts with NAPEO.    

HRO Today
 HRO Today  is a website and print magazine devoted to covering all issues 

  affecting the outsourced HR market, including payroll, benefits 

Jamie Moye Apr 19, 3:46 PM
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  administration, recruitment,  screening, talent  management, training, and 
  more.
Founded:   HRO Today did not respond to ACC requests for this information.
Members:  28,000 senior HR manager and executive subscribers
Conferences:  None
Publications and other outreach: 
  HRO Today magazine is a full-color, advertising-supported magazine 
  published 10 times per year.  HRToday.com  is a  web site version of the 
  print magazine that  offers breaking news, industry  trends,  buying advice 
  and more.  Both the magazine and website accept advertising.    
Mailing list: 
  HRO Today  maintains an online “resource guide” profiling HRO service 
  providers and sourcing consultants.  “Pearson Performance Solutions”  and 
  “Pearson Reid London House”  are listed on the HROToday.com  resource 
  guide online directory.   However,  the web site link brings the viewer  to the 
  “Vangent” Human Capital Management” home page.     
Recommendations specific to this organization: 

Consider  whether  the emerging HR outsourcing trend, and in particular, 
RPO, represents an untapped market for  Pearson products, and if so, 
consider whether to pursue advertising with HRO Today.

Manta (Online Service)
Manta (Manta.com) is an online resource that offers free company  information on 

more than 64 million firms around the world, with an emphasis on small- and medium-
size firms.  Manta has company  profiles on 39,486 U.S. employment  agencies, 6,795 of 
which are “executive placement” firms, and 2,626 of which are “placement agencies.”   The 
profiles provide basic information, such as company  name, address,  contact  number, 
number of employees,  line of work, and web links.  Searches can be refined by  location, 
number of employees,  annual revenues, and whether the organizations are public or 
private.
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HR’s Audience–Managers
ACC was not able to delineate the vast field of “management” by  categorizing managers 

as “new managers,” and “mid-level managers.”  As with  the other occupations investigated 
in  this report,  ACC found that the Bureau  of Labor Statistics (BLS) provided the most 
comprehensive data about  demographics and trends within  the management field.  While 
much of this data was collected in  2006, and is thus somewhat dated,  no other 
organization has the capability  of collecting so much  detailed information about a specific 
occupational population.  Although the current economic recession has undoubtedly 
impacted the bureau’s projections for future employment in the field, BLS data collected 
since the recession began has not shown a significant decline in management jobs.  In fact, 
an April 2009  BLS employment report showed that the numbers employed in the 
“management, business,  and financial operations” occupations had hardly  changed year 
over year, and that  the unemployment rate for this field stood at 4.5, among the lowest 
rates given for all specific occupations.    

According to the BLS’s Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2008-09, there were almost 
8.8 million U.S. “management occupations” in 2006, a number that was expected to grow 
by  about 6 percent to 9.3 million by  2016.   This six percent growth projection by  the BLS 
for management occupations is on the low  end of the scale for  the projected growth of 
most “professional”  occupations, in  large part  because “little to no growth is expected 
among general and operations managers, one of the largest detailed occupations of the 
managerial group.  General and operations managers will continue to lose jobs to 
specialists, and the consolidation of firms will eliminate many of their positions.”13 

Management occupations by  estimated number of employees in 2006 and projected 
numbers for 2016 are as follows:

Occupation     2006       2016 (proj.)    
Chief Executives    402,000    410,000
General and Operations Managers 1,720,000    1,746,000
Legislators     65,000    65,000
Advertising and Promotions Managers 47,000    50,000
Marketing Managers   167,000    192,000
Sales Managers    318,000    351,000
Public Relations Managers   50,000    58,000
Administrative Services Managers 247,000    276,000
Computer and Information 
Systems Managers    264,000    307,000
Financial Managers    506,000    570,000
Human Resources Managers  136,000    153,000
Industrial Production Managers  157,000    148,000
Purchasing Managers   70,000    72,000
Transportation, Storage and
Distribution Managers   94,000    102,000
Agricultural Managers   1,317,000    1,230,000
Construction Managers   487,000    564,000
Education Administrators   443,000    496,000
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Engineering Managers   187,000    201,000
Food Service Managers   350,000    368,000
Funeral Directors    29,000    32,000
Gaming Managers    4,000     5,000
Lodging Managers    71,000    80,000
Medical and Health Services Managers 262,000    305,000
Natural Sciences Managers   41,000    45,000
Postmasters and Mail Superintendents 26,000    26,000
Property, Real Estate and
Community Association Managers 329,000    379,000
Social and Community 
Service Managers    130,000    162,000
Managers, All Other    870,000    930,000

Number of organizations employing 10,000, 5,000, 2,500 employees
The U.S. Census Bureau’s “Statistics of U.S. Businesses” program provides data on the 

number of businesses in the U.S.  by  size, industry  sector  and state.  As of 2006, the most 
recent available data from the program, there were 6,022,127  firms in the U.S. employing 
almost 120 million  workers and generating about $4.8 trillion  in payroll.  Of these firms, 
18,071  employed 500 or more workers and employed more than 59  million workers overall 
and generated more than $2.6 trillion in payroll.

The “management of companies and enterprises”  sector had the most firms employing 
10,000 or more employees, followed by  the “professional, scientific, and technical 
services”  and “administrative support, waste management and remediation” sectors.   The 
“management of companies and enterprises” sector also had the most firms employing 
5,000-9,999  workers, and 2,500-4,999 workers,  while the “professional,  scientific,  and 
technical services”  had the second highest  number of firms with  5,000-9,999 employees, 
and the “manufacturing” sector having the second highest number of firms with 
2,500-4,999 workers.

2006 sector employment by number of employees per firm is as follows:

Sector Firms With 10,000 or More Employees   Number of Firms
Management of Companies and Enterprises     795
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services     476
Administrative Support, Waste Management and Remediation  431 
Transportation and Warehousing       370
Wholesale Trade         335
Manufacturing         332
Retail Trade          333
Finance and Insurance        273
Information          227
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing      207
Other Services (except Public Administration)     204
Health Care and Social Assistance       178
Accommodation and Food Services      125
Educational Services        96
Construction          92
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Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation      79
Mining          50
Utilities          44
Agricultural Support, Forestry Fishing, and Hunting    15
Unclassified          0

Sector Firms With 5,000-9,999 Employees   Number of Firms
Management of Companies and Enterprises     678
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services     300
Wholesale Trade         290
Administrative Support, Waste Management and Remediation  288
Manufacturing         295
Transportation and Warehousing       255
Health Care and Social Assistance       213
Retail Trade          204
Finance and Insurance        168
Information          116
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing      118
Other Services (except Public Administration)     131
Accommodation and Food Services      99
Construction          64
Educational Services        42
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation      36
Utilities          35
Mining          34
Agricultural Support, Forestry Fishing, and Hunting    6
Unclassified          0

Sector Firms With 2,500-4,999 Employees   Number of Firms
Management of Companies and Enterprises     1,053
Manufacturing         502
Administrative Support, Waste Management and Remediation  473
Health Care and Social Assistance       471
Wholesale Trade         459
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services     410
Transportation and Warehousing       328
Retail Trade          282
Finance and Insurance        252
Other Services (except Public Administration)     197
Accommodation and Food Services      162
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing      146
Information          121
Educational Services        106
Construction          105
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation      71
Mining          46
Utilities          30
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Agricultural Support, Forestry Fishing, and Hunting    24
Unclassified          1

2006 employment by sector is as follows:

Sector         Number of Firms

Construction
All employment         791,558
10,000 or more employees       92
5,000-9,999 employees        64
2,500-4,999 employees        105
1,000-2,499 employees        296
500-999 employees        537
Less than 500 employees       790,464

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
All employment         772,025
10,000 or more employees       476
5,000-9,999 employees        300
2,500-4,999 employees        410
1,000-2,499 employees        822
500-999 employees        967
Less than 500 employees       769,050

 
Retail Trade

All employment         725,577
10,000 or more employees       333
5,000-9,999 employees        204
2,500-4,999 employees        282
1,000-2,499 employees        606
500-999 employees        885
Less than 500 employees       723,267

Other Services (except Public Administration)
All employment         672,056
10,000 or more employees       204
5,000-9,999 employees        131
2,500-4,999 employees        197
1,000-2,499 employees        369
500-999 employees        498
Less than 500 employees       670,657

Health Care and Social Assistance
All employment          605,845
10,000 or more employees       178
5,000-9,999 employees        213
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2,500-4,999 employees        471
1,000-2,499 employees        1,154
500-999 employees        1,807
Less than 500 employees       602,022

Accommodation and Food Services
All employment          467,120
10,000 or more employees       125
5,000-9,999 employees        99
2,500-4,999 employees        162
1,000-2,499 employees        530
500-999 employees        933
Less than 500 employees       465,271

Wholesale Trade
All employment         334,597
10,000 or more employees       335
5,000-9,999 employees        290
2,500-4,999 employees        459
1,000-2,499 employees        858
500-999 employees        1,117
Less than 500 employees       331,538

Administrative Support, Waste Management
and Remediation

All employment         323,282
10,000 or more employees       431
5,000-9,999 employees        288
2,500-4,999 employees        473
1,000-2,499 employees        1,041
500-999 employees        1,446
Less than 500 employees       319,603

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
All employment         305,981
10,000 or more employees       207
5,000-9,999 employees        118
2,500-4,999 employees        146
1,000-2,499 employees        348
500-999 employees        391
Less than 500 employees       304,771

Manufacturing
All employment         286,039
10,000 or more employees       332
5,000-9,999 employees        295
2,500-4,999 employees        502
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1,000-2,499 employees        1,186
500-999 employees        1,754
Less than 500 employees       281,970

Finance and Insurance
All employment         263,028
10,000 or more employees       273
5,000-9,999 employees        168
2,500-4,999 employees        252
1,000-2,499 employees        448
500-999 employees        542
Less than 500 employees       261,345

Transportation and Warehousing
All employment         171,947
10,000 or more employees       370
5,000-9,999 employees        255
2,500-4,999 employees        328
1,000-2,499 employees        551
500-999 employees        636
Less than 500 employees       169,807

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
All employment         115,049
10,000 or more employees       79
5,000-9,999 employees        36
2,500-4,999 employees        71
1,000-2,499 employees        199
500-999 employees        287
Less than 500 employees       114,377

Information
All employment         74,952
10,000 or more employees       227
5,000-9,999 employees        116
2,500-4,999 employees        121
1,000-2,499 employees        289
500-999 employees        323
Less than 500 employees       73,876

Educational Services
All employment         73,793
10,000 or more employees       96
5,000-9,999 employees        42
2,500-4,999 employees        106
1,000-2,499 employees        385
500-999 employees        507
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Less than 500 employees       72,657

Management of Companies and Enterprises
All employment         26,760
10,000 or more employees       795
5,000-9,999 employees        678
2,500-4,999 employees        1,053
1,000-2,499 employees        2,088
500-999 employees        2,438
Less than 500 employees       19,708

Agricultural Support, Forestry
Fishing, and Hunting

All employment         22,888
10,000 or more employees       15
5,000-9,999 employees        6
2,500-4,999 employees        24
1,000-2,499 employees        24
500-999 employees        22
Less than 500 employees       22,797

Mining
All employment         20,583
10,000 or more employees       50
5,000-9,999 employees        34
2,500-4,999 employees        46
1,000-2,499 employees        110
500-999 employees        94
Less than 500 employees       20,249

Utilities
All employment         6,554
10,000 or more employees       44
5,000-9,999 employees        35
2,500-4,999 employees        30
1,000-2,499 employees        53
500-999 employees        35
Less than 500 employees       6,357

Unclassified
All employment         27,027
2,500-4,999 employees        1
Less than 500 employees       27,027

The Census Bureau also provides information about the number  of U.S. businesses by 
state.  However, the bureau does not break down the business numbers in each state 
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beyond tabulating those that employ  more than 500 workers.  As of 2006, the states of 
California, New York and Florida had the most businesses in the country.   

California  listed 723,880 firms, 5,660 of these with 500 or more employees.  The top 
three industry  sectors were professional, scientific, and technical services (with 104,998 
firms),  health   care and social assistance (81,018) and construction (76,848).   The top 
three industry  sector firms hiring more than 500 workers were manufacturing (1,198), 
wholesale trade (1,127) and management of companies and enterprises (1,095).

New York  had 444,728 businesses, with 4,218 reporting more than 500 employees.  
The top three industry  sectors were retail trade (58,656 firms), professional, scientific,  and 
technical Services (55,999), and other  services (except public administration) (49,217).  
The top three industry  sector firms employing more than 500 employees were 
management of companies and enterprises (673), wholesale trade (663), and professional, 
scientific, and technical services (562).

Florida had 430,429  businesses, with  4,356  claiming more than 500 employees.   The 
top three industry  sectors were professional, Scientific, and technical services (with 64,593 
firms),  construction  (59,388), and retail trade (47,994).  The top three industry  sector 
businesses employing more than 500 workers were wholesale trade (760), retail trade 
(639), and administrative and support and waste management and remediation services 
(607).
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Appendix I

Industrial-Organizational Psychologists Contact Information

Society for Industrial & Organizational Psychology, Inc. (SIOP)
440 East Poe Road
Suite 101
Bowling Green, OH 43402
1-419-353-0032
www.siop.org
Executive Director: David Nershi

American Psychological Association (APA)
750 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20002
1-800-374-2721
www.apa.org
Chief Executive Officer: Norman B. Anderson

Association for Psychological Type International (APTi)
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814
1-800-847-9943
www.aptinternational.org
Executive Director: John Lord

The Society of Consulting Psychology (SCP)
Division 13 Administrative Office
American Psychological Association
750 First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002
1-202-216-7602
www.div13.org
President: Gregory Pennington

Industrial/Organizational Behavior Graduate Student Conference (IOOB)
This year’s Host is: 
University of Houston
Department of Psychology
Industrial Organizational Psychology
126 Heyne Building
Houston, TX 77204-5022
1-713-743-8500
www.psychology.uh.edu/GraduatePrograms/IOP/ioob/index.html
Contact: Robert Stewart

http://www.psychology.uh.edu/GraduatePrograms/IOP/ioob/index.html
http://www.psychology.uh.edu/GraduatePrograms/IOP/ioob/index.html
http://www.siop.org
http://www.siop.org
http://www.apa.org
http://www.apa.org
http://www.div13.org
http://www.div13.org
http://www.psychology.uh.edu/GraduatePrograms/IOP/ioob/index.html
http://www.psychology.uh.edu/GraduatePrograms/IOP/ioob/index.html
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Appendix I (continued)

Industrial-Organizational Psychologists Contact Information

Society of Psychologists in Management (SPIM)
(Business Office)
Lorraine Rieff & Associates
314 South Halsted
Chicago, IL 60661
1-312-655-1150
www.spim.org
Business Officer: Lorraine Rieff
President: Dee Ramsel, Ph.D.

APA Division 5–Evaluation, Measurement and Statistics
Division 5 Administrative Office
American Psychological Association
750 First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002-4242
1-202-216-7602
www.apa.org/divisions/div5
President: Gwyneth M. Boodoo, Ph.D.

http://www.spim.org
http://www.spim.org
http://www.apa.org/divisions/div5
http://www.apa.org/divisions/div5
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Appendix II

Human Resources/Talent Management Contact Information

Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
1800 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
1-800-283-7476
www.shrm.org
President and CEO: Laurence (Lon) O’Neil

Human Capital Institute (HCI)
1250 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Suite 200
Washington, DC
1-866-538-1909
www.humancapitalinstitute.org
Vice President, Marketing: Laura Polas
Chairman: Michael Foster

American Society for Training & Development (ASTD)
1640 King Street
Box 1443
Alexandria, VA 22313-1443
1-703-683-8100
www.astd.org
President and CEO: Tony Bingham

American Management Association (AMA)
1601 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
1-212-586-8100
www.amanet.org
President and CEO: Edward T. Reilly

The Conference Board
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022-6679
1-212-759-0900
www.conference-board.org
Chief Executive Officer: Jonathan Spector

http://www.shrm.org
http://www.shrm.org
http://www.astd.org
http://www.astd.org
http://www.amanet.org
http://www.amanet.org
http://www.conference-board.org
http://www.conference-board.org
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Appendix II (continued)

Human Resources/Talent Management Contact Information

National Human Resources Association (NHRA)
P.O. Box 7326
Nashua, NH 03060-7326
1-866-523-4417
www.humanresources.org
President: Page Daggett

Human Resources Executive Online
747 Dresher Road
Suite 500
Horsham, PA 19044-0980
1-215-784-0910
www.hreonline.com
Editor and Publisher: David Shadovitz

Workforce Management
Crain Communications, Inc.
4 Executive Circle
Suite 185
Irvine, CA 92614
1-949-255-5340
www.workforce.com
Publisher: Todd Johnson

Talent Management
MediaTec Publishing
111 East Wacker
Suite 1290
Chicago, IL 60601
1-312-828-2800
www.talentmgt.com
President and Editor in Chief: Norman B. Kamikow
Managing Editor: Kellye Whitney

http://www.humanresources.org
http://www.humanresources.org
http://www.hreonline.com
http://www.hreonline.com
http://www.workforce.com
http://www.workforce.com
http://www.talentmgt.com
http://www.talentmgt.com
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Appendix II (continued)

Human Resources Outsourcing/Employment Organizations

Human Resources Outsourcing Association (HROA)
601 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 900
Washington, DC 2004
1-202-905-0351
www.hroassociation.org
Executive Director, HROA Americas: Adam Bleifeld

National Association of Professional Employer Organizations (NAPEO)
707 North Saint Asaph Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
1-703-836-0466
www.napeo.org
Executive Director: Milan P. Yager

HRO Today
Crossing Media, LLC
343 Thornhall Street
5th Floor
Edison, NJ 08837
1-732-476-6160
www.hrotoday.com
Chief Executive Officer: Elliot H. Clark

Manta
ECNext
9200 Worthington Road
Suite 301
Westerville, OH 43081
www.manta.com
President and CEO: Pamela Springer

http://www.hroassociation.org
http://www.hroassociation.org
http://www.napeo.org
http://www.napeo.org
http://www.hrotoday.com
http://www.hrotoday.com
http://www.manta.com
http://www.manta.com
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